


INTRODUCTION

Liberty, a nail evolution
Liberty horseshoe nails have been developed because of the worldwide need for a better 
option in the top quality nail segment. Liberty nails complement the range of products, that 
the Royal Kerckhaert Horseshoe Factory offers in the best possible way. 

The Liberty nail provides much better material, design features, finish, consistency and 
packaging than any nail available anywhere. That is why the brand new horseshoe nail 
program has become premium choice with top farriers all over the world, in only a few 
years time.

All Liberty nails are developed and produced according to Kerckhaert’s own innovative and 
uncompromising design. The result is a brand new horseshoe nail program which takes 
quality to a higher standard in the farrier industry.

Liberty horseshoe nails are made of superior material in a manufacturing process which 
is fully controlled and managed by the Royal Kerckhaert Horseshoe Factory using the 
latest computer controlled manufacturing technology. With over 30 quality control checks 
during the production process we can already guarantee a superior and consistent quality 
horseshoe nail today, that others can only dream about. 

Why don’t you let us take you on a tour of absolute Liberty, so you too will know what the 
buzz is all about and learn - if you do not already – why you too will want to make them 
your own choice of nails to use. Whatever you are looking for in horseshoe nails: looks, 
variety, sharpness, quality, smoothness, price, consistency, longevity, packaging or perhaps 
just the right fit and very best performance ever; Liberty already has it all.
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FARRIER QUOTES

“I really like the Liberty nails, they drive great and fit perfectly in the Kerckhaert shoes.”

“I love using the Liberty nails. I am really happy with the quality and consistency of the 
nails. They drive and finish nicely.”

“The Liberty nails are the cleanest, most consistent nails I’ve ever driven. They drive right 
where I want them, every single time. No question.”

“After getting a sample of the Liberty nails and giving them a try, they are the only nails I’ll 
use. They are a great nail.”

“I like the Liberty nails. I can feel the trademarked side and they drive true. I don’t miss a 
beat with them.”

“I have had problems with another brand of nails in the past. They would buckle in driving 
and would not wring cleanly. These issues seem to have been addressed with the Liberty 
nail. I was looking for an alternative, and I will keep using the Liberty nails.”

“I used a Kerckhaert DF shoe with Liberty nails. It was my first time to use the Liberty nails; 
I really liked them. Easy to drive, very little drag, and plenty of length.”

“Now the Liberty was a different story. That is a great nail. There is nothing that I don’t like 
about it. Every Liberty nail that I have driven is beautiful.”

“Best nails I have ever driven. The points are consistently sharp, the drive is just right 
and they clinch well. Don’t get me wrong, there are other good nails, I’ve used them for a 
number of years, but the Liberty nails- they are awesome.”

“I really liked these nails. They drove very smoothly and had a very nice finish to them!”

More quotes @ www.kerckhaert.com
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http://www.kerckhaert.com/


THE NAIL IN DETAIL
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Liberty Cu - E
The European standard design nail is actually the classic 
day-to-day nail which has been on the market for many 
years. This is a multi-purpose nail which can be used in all 
of the European styles horseshoes and sport disciplines. 
Fits very well in V-fullered shoes and is available in a large 
variety of sizes. Copper coated for stronger and healthier 
hooves.

Liberty Cu - E SLIM
This European standard design nail has a longer and thinner 
shank compared to the regular E nails. The advantage of 
these nails is that you can drive the nails higher in the hoof 
wall without causing the hoof wall to crack, especially on 
thin walled horses. The smaller sizes also can be used for 
aluminum or steel race plates. Fits very well in V-fullered 
shoes. Copper coated for stronger and healthier hooves.

ESL2 (707-0225-029)
ESL3 (707-0225-039)
ESL4 (707-0225-049)
ESL5 (707-0225-059)
ESL6 (707-0225-069)
ESL7 (707-0225-079)
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NAIL TYPES

E2 (707-0125-029)
E3 (707-0125-039)
E4 (707-0125-049)
E5 (707-0125-059)
E6 (707-0125-069)
E7 (707-0125-079)

E8 (707-0110-089)



Liberty Cu - LX
For those who need a very slim nail, the Liberty LX is the 
perfect solution. LX stands for light, durable and has a great 
fit in the V-fullered shoes. Using this nail reduces damage 
to the hoof wall even more. The shank of LX has an even 
slimmer shank compared to the E SLIM nails. Copper 
coated for stronger and healthier hooves.

Liberty Cu - FJ
One of the most popular Liberty hoof nails to use in 
aluminium and steel race plates. The right balance between 
head, neck and shank contributes to a great hold of the 
shoe. Furthermore, this nail can be used for trotting shoes 
or sliding shoes when a slimmer nail is required. Copper 
coated for stronger and healthier hooves.

LX50 (707-0525-509)
LX55 (707-0525-559)
LX60 (707-0525-609)
LX65 (707-0525-659)
LX70 (707-0525-709)
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FJ0 (707-1525-901)
FJ1 (707-1525-019)
FJ0 SLIM (707-1525-191)
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Liberty Cu - SB (SLIM BLADE)
Traditional flat head SLIM BLADE nail to use in American 
style horseshoes and creases. This nail is a classic when 
it comes to performance and durability. Copper coated for 
stronger and healthier hooves.

Liberty Cu - COMBO SLIM
Designed for heavier shoes. As there is more material in the 
head and shank, this nail will perform great when used in 
tougher conditions. The angled head design creates a great 
pitch for higher and stronger nailing. Also great when using 
shoes for a second time. Copper coated for stronger and 
healthier hooves.

COMBO 5 SLIM     (707-3125-059)

5 SLIM (707-2125-059)



Liberty E
The European standard design nail is actually the classic 
day-to-day nail which has been on the market for many 
years. This is a multi-purpose nail which can be used in all 
of the European styles horseshoes and sport disciplines. 
Fits very well in V-fullered shoes and is available in a large 
variety of sizes.

Liberty E SLIM
This European standard design nail has a longer and thinner 
shank compared to the regular E nails. The advantage of 
these nails is that you can drive the nails higher in the hoof 
wall without causing the hoof wall to crack, especially on 
thin walled horses. The smaller sizes also can be used for 
aluminium or steel race plates. Fits very well in V-fullered 
shoes and is available in a large variety of sizes.

E2 (707-0125-020)
E3 (707-0125-030)
E4 (707-0125-040)
E5 (707-0125-050)
E6 (707-0125-060)
E7 (707-0125-070)

E8 (707-0110-081)
 

E3 (707-0150-030)
E4 (707-0150-040)
E5 (707-0150-050)
E6 (707-0150-060)

ESL2 (707-0225-020)
ESL3 (707-0225-030)
ESL4 (707-0225-040)
ESL5 (707-0225-050)
ESL6 (707-0225-060)
ESL7 (707-0225-070)
 

ESL3 (707-0250-030)
ESL4 (707-0250-040)
ESL5 (707-0250-050)
ESL6 (707-0250-060)
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Liberty DRAFT E XL
These nails are actually part of the E-headed nail family, but 
for the larger shoes found on the Big Foot and Workhorse 
program, ideal for Draft horses. The main differences 
between these Draft XL nails and the E-headed nails are the 
slightly bigger heads for more traction plus extra length for 
stronger nailing.

Liberty LX
For those who need a very slim nail, the Liberty LX is the 
perfect solution. LX stands for light, durable and has a great 
fit in the V-fullered shoes. Using this nail reduces damage 
to the hoof wall even more. The shank of LX has an even 
slimmer shank compared to the E SLIM nails.

LX50 (707-0525-500)
LX55 (707-0525-550)
LX65 (707-0525-650)
LX70 (707-0525-700)

DRAFT E8 XL     (707-4010-081)
DRAFT E10 XL   (707-4010-101)

DRAFT E9 XL     (707-4025-091)
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Liberty NON-SLIP
Based on the design of the E and E SLIM nails, this nail has 
a hard tungsten pin in the head for extra wear and grip, 
improving safety on tarmac roads. Fits very well in V-fullered 
shoes and is available in a large variety of sizes. Each pin 
is placed exactly in the middle and has the same 
height.g

E2 (707-1810-020)
E3 (707-1810-030)
E4 (707-1810-040)
E5 (707-1810-050)
E6 (707-1810-060)
E7 (707-1810-070)

ESL2 (707-1910-020)
ESL3 (707-1910-030)
ESL4 (707-1910-040)
ESL5 (707-1910-050)
ESL6 (707-1910-060)
ESL7 (707-1910-070)
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Liberty SPECIAL
Based on the design of the E and E SLIM nails, but 
produced with another production technique. Because of 
this different technique, these nails are a little softer and 
easier to clinch, without compromising their strength and 
durability. Fits very well in V-fullered shoes.

E3 (707-2650-030)
E4 (707-2650-040)
E5 (707-2650-050)

ESL3 (707-2525-030)
ESL4 (707-2525-040)
ESL5 (707-2525-050)
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JC0 (707-3450-001)
JC1 (707-3450-010)
JC2 (707-3450-020)

Liberty JC
This nail has become a multi-purpose nail. The main 
difference, compared to the regular European standard 
nails, is that the shank is longer and thinner, the head is 
more square and the crown is a bit higher for extra traction. 
Fits very well in V-fullered shoes and is available in a large 
variety of sizes.

Liberty JC TRAIT (DRAFT)
These nails are actually related to the JC nails, but for larger 
shoes found on the Workhorse program, ideal for Draft  
horses. The main differences between these JC TRAIT nails 
and the JC-headed nails are the slightly bigger head for 
more traction plus extra length for stronger nailing.

JC4 TRAIT      (707-3410-040)
JC6 TRAIT      (707-3410-060)

JC5 TRAIT      (707-3425-050)
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Liberty M
The head of the M nail is more narrow and fits deeper into 
the fuller. The Liberty M nail is more stable and allows the 
farrier to use these when horseshoes are used for a second 
shoeing period. Fits very well in V-fullered shoes and is 
available in a large variety of sizes.

Liberty FJ
One of the most popular Liberty hoof nails to use in 
aluminium and steel race plates. The right balance between 
head, neck and shank contributes to a great hold of the 
shoe. Furthermore, this nail can be used for trotting shoes 
or sliding shoes when a slimmer nail is required.

FJ0 (707-1525-001)
FJ1 (707-1525-010)
FJ0 SLIM (707-1525-101)

M40 (707-0125-020)
M45 (707-0125-030)
M45,5 (707-0125-040)
M55,5 (707-0125-050)
M60 (707-0125-060)

M45,5 (707-0110-081)
 

M50 (707-0150-030)
M55 (707-0150-040)



Liberty ASV
The ASV race nail is a very popular nail used by many 
racing farriers when using the Kerckhaert Alu Kings Plate 
series. These nails ensure a very secure and tight fit.

Liberty RACE
Very versatile race nail, available in a wide variety of sizes, 
which makes this the perfect match for everybody shoeing 
racehorses and quarter horses.

RACE 3,5      (707-3225-035)
RACE 3,5XL      (707-3225-351)
RACE 4,5      (707-3225-045)
RACE 5      (707-3225-050)
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ASV 1 5/8 (707-1025-158)
ASV 1 3/4 (707-1025-134)
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Liberty BH
Especially designed for aluminium race plates, this nail 
allows farriers to precisely drive-in the nails. The bevelled 
head ensures a great lock in any aluminium race plate.

Liberty CH (CITY HEAD)
A light but strong nail, designed to use in combination with 
riding horseshoes. The angled head design is the key to a 
strong and long hold of horseshoes with a U-crease.

CITY 5 (707-2225-050)
CITY 6 (707-2225-060)

BH3      (707-1625-030)
BH3,5      (707-1625-035)
BH4      (707-1625-040)
BH5      (707-1625-050)



Liberty SB (SLIM BLADE)
Traditional flat head SLIM BLADE nail to use in American 
style horseshoes and creases. This nail is a classic when it 
comes to performance and durability.

Liberty COMBO
Designed for heavier shoes. As there is more material in the 
head and shank, this nail will perform great when used in 
tougher conditions. The angled head design creates a great 
pitch for higher and stronger nailing. Also great when using 
shoes for a second time.

COMBO 5             (707-0725-050)
COMBO 5 SLIM     (707-3125-050)
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5 SLIM (707-2125-050)
5 SLIM XL (707-2125-501)
6 SLIM (707-2125-060)
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Liberty RH
Regular head nails come in a nice variety of sizes so they 
can be used in all kinds of circumstances, on all kinds of 
horses. Just like the SLIM BLADE, this RH is a real classic, 
but more among the bigger horses, working on harder 
terrain. These nails feature a great pitch because of a smart 
head design.

Liberty REG
The head of these REG nails is smaller but thicker than the 
RH nail. The 4 side-bevels give this nail a very slim look and 
an excellent, smooth drive while the neck locks perfectly 
well in shoes with an American V-crease. The angled head 
design creates a great pitch for higher and stronger nailing.

REG4 (707-3825-040)
REG5 (707-3825-050)

RH5      (707-0925-050)
RH6      (707-0925-060)
RH7      (707-0925-070)

RH8      (707-0910-080)
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